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“Invitational Education provides a comprehensive, guiding theory for creating, maintaining, and enhancing truly
welcoming schools. Rather than relying on one program, one policy, one place, or one process, Invitational
Education addresses the total culture or spirit within the
school. The goal is to make school a more exciting, satisfying, and enriching
experience for all people—all students, all staff, and all visitors.”
People: Special attention is given to developing a trusting , optimistic, and
courteous stance for everyone.
Places: Careful attention to the aesthetic, clean, functional, and efficient qualities is essential to an Inviting School.
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Policies: A school system’s policies can have a strong influence on the attitudes of those involved in the school. When policies are perceived as fair, inclusive, democratic, caring, and respectful, they will have a positive effect on attitudes.
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Programs: It is important for educators to ensure that all the school’s programs work for the benefit of everyone and that they encourage active engagement with significant content.
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Processes: Processes define the culture of a school. They are “the way we do
things around here.” A Democratic Ethos, collaborative and cooperative procedures and continuous networking among stakeholders. (Purkey, Novak &
Schoenlein)
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We are open to suggestions, questions
and ideas. Please contact any member of the
Processes’ Team.

Our bus drivers were honored at a breakfast. Check out the bulletin board by the cafeteria
that recognizes our bus drivers and their contribution to our community.
COMING SOON...
People


Introduction Assembly in September 2018



Quote of the Day



Career Day

Policies


School-Wide Language



“Friends Just Care”



Quiet Zones



Homework Policies

Programs


First Grade Assemblies: “Police Help Us”, “Pet Smarts Program” and “Healthy Kids Helpers”



Recess Rocks/Peaceful Playground



Courtyard Exploratorium

Places


New Bulletin Board in Lobby



Improve the aesthetics of FJC inside and outside



Murals in cafeterias and library

Processes


Monthly Newsletters



Discussion with second grade teachers in regards to second grade students conducting interviews and web clips



Slideshow on hallway TV

More Newsletters to come!
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